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Abstract: The type of soil and its compactness significantly influence its permeability coefficient,
which in turn affects the drainage difficulty of soil pore water and the distribution of the infiltration
line. However, current tailings dam models typically consider only a single soil layer instead of taking
into account the differences in soil types and compactness, resulting in a deviation between simulated
results and actual conditions. To address this issue, this study proposes three models with a gradually
increasing degree of layering refinement based on soil type and compactness. These models aim to
simulate the variations in the infiltration line under three different strategies: constant head, rainfall,
and drainage. The simulation results indicate that the average increase in the infiltration line of the
three schemes after rainfall is 46.2%, 65.88%, 83.52%, respectively; the fitting percentages for each
scheme of infiltration line after 720 days of drainage and the constant head stage are 72.38%, 88.27%,
and 93.61%, respectively. It can be seen that the higher the refinement level of the layered model,
the more sensitive it is to changes in the infiltration line. Furthermore, as the refinement level of the
layered model increases, the simulation effect on the changes in the infiltration line improves, and the
simulated results become more consistent with the actual situation. This finding provides a strategy
and possibility for the study of the tailings dam’s infiltration lines, safety, and stability.

Keywords: tailings dam; fine layering; soil compactness; permeability coefficient; infiltration line;
numerical simulation

1. Introduction

The tailings dam is a non-natural high potential energy dam constructed from the tail-
ings sand of mining sites [1], and tailings ponds are ranked as the world’s 18th among the
93 kinds of accidental and public hazardous disasters [2]. China has more than 10,000 tail-
ings ponds and over 1000 “head-ponds” [3], with the largest number of tailings ponds in
the world. Dam failure accidents in the “head dams” cause tremendous damage to life and
property, as well as serious environmental pollution to the downstream area. According
to research, dam-break in tailing ponds accidents accounted for 56% [4]. The seepage
field is decisive for the safety and stability of tailing dams [5]. The infiltration line is the
intersection line between the surface of the infiltration water flow and the cross-section of
the dam body; its position is an important factor in evaluating the safety and stability of
the tailings dam. Therefore, the infiltration line was known as the tailings pond’s “lifeline”.
The study of the infiltration line becomes a prerequisite for research on the safety and
stability of tailings ponds [6].

The infiltration line is an important factor affecting the safety and stability of tailing
ponds. Many scholars have conducted comprehensive studies on the seepage field of tailing
ponds [7,8], analytical solutions for infiltration lines [9,10], the influences of rainfall [11,12],
and dam slope ratios [13–15] on infiltration lines through model simulation experiments
and numerical simulation methods [16,17]. The permeability coefficient directly affects
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the distribution of infiltration lines, while compactness [18,19] and consolidation [20–22]
have a significant effect on the permeability coefficient. Many studies have observed
that compactness is a major factor affecting the water-holding capacity of soil [23], thus
significantly affecting the strength, stiffness, and shear strength of saturated soil [24,25].
With the increase in compactness, the permeability coefficient becomes smaller and the
water-holding capacity becomes stronger [26]. It should be noted that the permeability
coefficient and capacity of water holding determine the rise and fall of the infiltration line.

The numerical simulation models of tailing dams are mostly built using a single soil layer
without considering microscopic parameters such as soil type, compactness, and consolidation.
Research by Wu et al. has applied the compaction degree of weakly consolidated soils to
the modeling process [25]. Similarly, Dessouki et al. [27] and Lian et al. [28] considered the
effect of porosity and pore structure on the permeability coefficient in the rock model,
respectively. Therefore, in this paper, different layered characteristics of tailings dam
models are established based on the differences in micro-parameters such as tailings sand
type, compactness, and permeability coefficient. Rainfall infiltration has a significant effect
on the damage to tailings dams; therefore, this paper set up three different conditions of
constant head, rainfall, and drainage to carry out simulation research in order to analyze
the difference between the changes in the infiltration line of different layering schemes and
the fitting percentage of the real situation. According to the simulation results of the three
layering schemes under three different conditions, the relationship between compactness
and permeability coefficient can be obtained, as well as the influence of different layering
schemes on the distribution of the infiltration line of the tailings dam.

2. Layering Models and Experimental Methods
2.1. Project Overview

The tailings pond is classified as a valley-type tailings pond located in a specific valley.
The total height of the tailings dam is 86.5 m, with a total storage capacity of approximately
4.11 million cubic meters. The safety level of the tailings pond is classified as Level III. It
has been closed for 22 years. The initial embankment, with a maximum height of 27 m,
utilizes a permeable stone filling structure. The base elevation of the dam is 250 m, and the
crest elevation is 277 m, with a crest width of 3.5 m. The upstream slope ratio is 1:1.85, and
the downstream slope ratio is 1:1.70. Additionally, an upstream method was employed to
construct the subsequent tailings stacking embankments. This embankment is divided into
four sub-dams based on deposition time, with a crest elevation of 336.5 m and a maximum
height of 86.5 m. The slope ratio is 1:4.3. It is worth noting that the sub-dams of Levels
II and III feature a horse road with a width of approximately 2.0 m. To prevent erosion,
the outer slopes of the entire dam body are protected by vegetation, and a comprehensive
system of stone-lined transverse and longitudinal drainage ditches is implemented.

2.2. Principles and Scheme of Stratification

According to the field investigation data, the soil layers of the dam can be primarily
divided into three layers: surface fill soil, tailings deposition layer, and bedrock layer. The
surface-fill soil consists of silty soil and gravel. The tailings deposition layer consists of
fine tailings, silty tailings, sandy tailings, and sticky sandy tailings. The bedrock consists
of highly weathered sandstone in the Great Wall system and weathered sandstone in the
Great Wall system. According to the “Code for Geotechnical Investigation of Rock and
Soil Engineering” GB50021-2001 (2009 edition) [29], the compactness classification of sandy
soil can be divided into dense, medium dense, slightly dense, and loose categories. The
compactness of silty soil can be classified into dense, medium dense, and slightly dense.

This paper proposes three different stratification schemes to investigate the impact of
stratification based on soil layer types and compactness on the infiltration line variation
of tailing dams. Scheme 1 divides the tailings dam into initial embankment, deposition
layer, and bedrock. The deposition embankment consists solely of fine tailings, while the
bedrock is composed of heavily weathered sandstone and moderately weathered sandstone.
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Scheme 2 further subdivides the deposition embankment into silty fill soil, fragmented
stone fill soil, fine tailings, silty tailings, sandy tailings, and clayey silt tailings based on soil
layer types. Scheme 3, based on scheme 2, further divides the fine tailings and silt tailings
based on differences in compactness. The detailed stratification schemes are presented in
Table 1, and the stratification models for the three schemes are illustrated in Figures 1–3.

Table 1. Classification and stratification schemes for tailing dam soils.

Soil Layers Soil Type Compactness Permeability
Coefficient (cm/s)

Surface fill soil
1⃝ Silty fill soil Low density–medium density 2.32 × 10−4

2⃝ Fragmented stone fill soil 6.94 × 10−2

Tailings deposition
layer

3⃝ Fine tailings 3⃝1 Loose–medium density 5.79 × 10−3

3⃝2 Medium density–high density 4.63 × 10−3

4⃝ Silty tailings Medium density–high density 1.16 × 10−3

5⃝ Sandy tailings 5⃝1 Low density–medium density 5.79 × 10−4

5⃝2 Medium density–high density 2.31 × 10−4

6⃝ Clayey silt tailings 5.79 × 10−5

Bedrock
7⃝ Heavily weathered sandstone

8⃝ Moderately weathered sandstone

Stratification
scheme

Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3

3⃝, 7⃝, 8⃝ 1⃝, 2⃝, 3⃝1, 4⃝,
5⃝1, 6⃝, 7⃝, 8⃝

1⃝, 2⃝, 3⃝1, 3⃝2, 4⃝,
5⃝1, 5⃝2, 6⃝, 7⃝, 8⃝
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2.3. Methods

To investigate the influence of the layered model of a tailings dam on the variation of
the infiltration line, three different strategies, namely constant head, rainfall, and drainage,
will be implemented to simulate the changes in the infiltration line. Throughout the simu-
lation process, it was critical to ensure the consistency of the initial conditions, boundary
constraints, rainfall loads, nodal flow rates, grid sizes, and construction stages among the
three sets of models. As shown in Figure 4, from line A to line E, five measurement lines
were set up to monitor and record the changes in the infiltration line.
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Constant head strategy: set the initial embankment head and reservoir boundary
head, no drainage boundary, comparing the differences in infiltration line inclination and
height between each measuring line of the three schemes; Rainfall strategy: set the rainfall
boundary, no drainage boundary, comparing the percentage increase of the infiltration line
at each measuring line, as well as analyzing the variability of the infiltration line changes
in the three schemes; Drainage strategy: set the drainage boundary, compare the changes
in the height of the infiltration line at each measurement line, and calculate the fitting
percentages of the infiltration line height compared to the constant head strategy.

3. Results and Discussion

The contour line of zero pore water pressure in the numerical simulation results rep-
resents the infiltration line. The variations in the infiltration line under three different
strategies were compared. Additionally, the height of the infiltration line on each mea-
surement line was recorded and compared. The simulation results and data records of
infiltration line height on each measurement line are recorded below.

3.1. Distribution of the Infiltration Line during the Constant Head Strategy

The initial embankment head was set at 6.35 m, and the reservoir boundary head was
53.9 m (measured height of the infiltration line) during the constant head strategy. The
distribution of the infiltration line under the three-layered schemes is shown in Figures 5–7.
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Figures 5–7 illustrate the initial stage pore water pressure distribution for each sce-
nario, with the top boundary representing the contour line of zero pore water pressure,
which is the infiltration line. Since no drainage is set up in the initial stage and the study
state is steady, the infiltration lines for the three scenarios are relatively uniform, with a
slightly smaller inclination angle and no significant fluctuation. Taking the left endpoint
of the model bottom as the origin, using the model bottom boundary as the X-axis, and a
line passing through the origin and perpendicular to the bottom boundary as the Y-axis,
the height changes of the infiltration lines along measurement lines A to E are recorded
in Table 2.

Table 2. The heights of the lines during the constant head strategy.

Line A Line B Line C Line D Line E

Saturation
line height

/m

Scheme 1 11.1 17.7 28.2 36.8 45.5
Scheme 2 10.3 16.1 25.5 33.3 42.7
Scheme 3 9.9 15.6 24.9 32.2 42.4

In scheme 1, the tailings dam stacking layer soil is not stratified, and below the water
head boundary on the right side of the dam is all tailings fine sand 3⃝1. In scheme 2, the
tailings dam stacking layer is stratified based on soil types. Below the water head boundary
on the right side of the dam, it includes tailings fine sand 3⃝1, tailings silt, tailings silty
clay 5⃝1 and tailings clay. Scheme 3 further divided the dam soil layers based on the
compactness of tailings sand, where below the right head boundary of the dam included
tailings fine sand 3⃝2, tailings silt, tailings silty clay 5⃝1 and tailings clay.

According to Table 2, it can be seen that the infiltration line in scheme 1 is the highest
among the constant head strategies. In particular, the infiltration line in scheme 2 is higher
than that in scheme 3 in the area to the left of line D, while in the area to the right of line D,
the infiltration line in scheme 3 is higher than scheme 2. Table 2 shows that the difference
in infiltration line height among scheme 1, 2, and 3 between lines D and E is 8.7, 9.4, and
10.2, respectively. The inclination angle of schemes 1, 2, and 3 between lines D and E is
4.972◦, 5.370◦, and 5.824◦, respectively. The inclination angle of scheme 3 increased by
17.14% compared to scheme 1 and by 8.45% compared to scheme 2. A recent study by
Huo [18] found that the permeability coefficient is inversely correlated with compactness.
Furthermore, with the increase in compactness of the dam, the hydraulic gradient required
for the seepage process will be higher. It can be inferred that as the layering scheme
increases in compactness and the permeability coefficient decreases, the flow channels
become steeper and more inclined, resulting in a larger difference in the height of the
infiltration line and an increase in the inclination of the infiltration line. Under constant
head strategy, the difference in permeability coefficients not only affects the inclination
angle of the infiltration line but also leads to variations in the total flow rate of the dam
body, ultimately causing differences in the initial embankment infiltration line height.

The differences in permeability coefficients under the right head boundary lead to
variations in the total flow rate of the dam body under the constant head strategy. The
higher the permeability coefficient, the greater the inflow of water. The permeability
coefficients on the right side of the dam and the total inflow rate of water follow the
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sequence: scheme 1 > scheme 2 > scheme 3. Therefore, the infiltration line heights of the
initial embankment line A for three schemes are 11.1, 10.3, and 9.9, respectively.

Under constant head strategy, the relationship between the compactness, permeability
coefficient, and variation of the infiltration line reveals a direct relationship between the
compactness and permeability coefficient of tailings sand. As the compactness of tailings
increases, its permeability capability weakens, leading to an increase in the slope of the
flow channels and the inclination angle of the infiltration line.

3.2. Distribution of the Infiltration Line during the Rainfall Strategy

Under the rainfall strategy, a continuous rainfall of 9 days was implemented with
moderate intensity. The constant head boundary was deactivated, and the rainfall boundary
was defined as the upper boundary of the tailings dam (including the initial outer slope).
After 9 days of rainfall, the distribution of the infiltration lines of the three schemes were
illustrated in Figures 8–10.
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Figures 8–10 demonstrate the distribution of pore water pressure after 9 days rainfall
in each scheme. The upper boundary represents the infiltration line with zero pore water
pressure, which is defined as the infiltration line. Under the rainfall strategy, drainage
is not allowed, and the analysis is performed under transient conditions involving both
horizontal and vertical seepage. The initial embankment infiltration lines for all three
schemes exhibit a slight slope in a linear distribution, while the reservoir infiltration lines
show noticeable fluctuations. It is evident that the infiltration lines for all three schemes
have increased compared to the constant head strategy, with the highest infiltration line
observed in scheme 3, followed by scheme 2, and then scheme 1. Figure 11 records the
changes in the height of the infiltration line between lines A and E, with the origin at the
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left end point of the model bottom, the model bottom boundary as the x-axis, and a line
passing through the origin and perpendicular to the bottom boundary as the y-axis.
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In scheme 1, the tailings dam consists of uniformly deposited tailings fine sand 3⃝1
without any layering. In scheme 2, the dam body is divided into layers based on the type
of soil, including the surface fill soil, tailings fine sand 3⃝1, tailings silty sand, tailings silty
clay 5⃝1, and tailings silty clayey silt. Meanwhile, in scheme 3, the dam body is further
divided into layers based on the compaction density of the tailings sand, incorporating
additional layers of tailings fine sand 3⃝2 and tailings silty clay 5⃝2 compared to scheme 2.

According to Figure 11, the average increase in the height of the infiltration line after
9 days of rainfall for scheme 1, scheme 2, and scheme 3 is 46.20%, 65.88%, and 85.32%,
respectively. It is apparent that the percentage increase in lines B, C, and D is relatively
large, while lines A and E have comparatively smaller percentage increases. Among them,
scheme 3 has the highest average increase in infiltration line, which is 85.32%, surpassing
scheme 2 (65.88%) and scheme 1 (46.20%), which indicates that the upper layers of the
tailings dam in all three schemes are fine tailings, and the difference in rainfall infiltration
capacity is relatively small. However, as the compactness of the tailings layers increases, the
permeability coefficient of the tailings sand decreases [18,30], resulting in a decrease in the
water permeability of the tailings sand and a slower seepage velocity, consequently leading
to an increase in the infiltration line. The compactness of the tailings dam for scheme 1,
scheme 2, and scheme 3 follows the order of scheme 3 > scheme 2 > scheme 1. Therefore,
after 9 days of rainfall, the percentage increase in the infiltration line for the three schemes
also follows the pattern of scheme 3 > scheme 2 > scheme 1.

Lines B, C, and D not only experience vertical infiltration from rainfall on the dam slope
but also horizontal seepage from the soil on the right side, which shows that the increase
percentage in the height of the infiltration line for Lines B, C, and D is significantly greater
than that of Line A and Line E. However, due to the differences in compactness, there are
variations in the permeability coefficients, seepage velocity, and time. Consequently, the
percentage increase in the height of the infiltration line gradually increases in schemes 1, 2,
and 3. Line A is located in the initial embankment with a relatively higher permeability
coefficient, resulting in a faster seepage velocity. Therefore, the percentage increase in
the height of the infiltration line in Line A is relatively smaller. However, influenced by
the height of the infiltration line in Line B, Line A also exhibits the following order of
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percentage increase in height: scheme 3 > scheme 2 > scheme 1. Line E is located at the right
edge of the dam, and the main form of infiltration in the dam is vertical from rainfall on the
slope of the dam. Therefore, compared to lines B, C, and D, the percentage increase in the
height of the infiltration line on line E is relatively smaller. Although there are significant
differences in the layering conditions, compactness, and permeability coefficient among
the three schemes, the percentage increase in the height of the infiltration line on Line E
still shows as scheme 3 > scheme 2 > scheme 1.

After 9 days of rainfall, this research reveals a correlation between the compactness,
permeability coefficient, and infiltration line of tailings. Furthermore, it has verified the
relationship between compaction and permeability coefficient under constant head strategy,
and the influence of these factors on the infiltration line has been analyzed. Some research
has shown that different compactness models demonstrate significant differences under
rainfall conditions [12]. It can be inferred based on the results of this paper that under
rainfall conditions, the compactness of tailings increases, leading to a decrease in the per-
meability coefficient and deterioration in water permeability. Additionally, the infiltration
line of tailings becomes more sensitive to rainfall. Therefore, this study has proposed a
refined layered model for the tailings dam, which classifies the soil into different layers
based on soil type and compactness, different from the single-layer model. This approach
can better reflect the influence of rainfall on the infiltration line, and the results are more
realistic and credible.

3.3. Distribution of the Infiltration Line during the Drainage Strategy

After the rainfall ceased, drainage operations for 720 days were carried out within the
tailings dam. The constant head boundary and rainfall boundary were removed, while a
drainage boundary was set on the left side of the initial embankment. The distribution of the
infiltration line after 720 days for three different schemes was illustrated in Figures 12–14.
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in this figure refers to the percent similarity between the infiltration line height after 720 days of 
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Figures 12–14 show the distribution of pore water pressure after 720 days of drainage
for each scheme. The upper boundary represents the contour line where the pore water
pressure is zero, referred to as the infiltration line. During the drainage phase, the drainage
boundary is activated, and the study is conducted under steady-state conditions. The
infiltration line is at the bottom of the initial embankment with no significant differences,
so further analysis on Line A is not necessary. Within the dam, the infiltration lines
approximate straight lines, with the height of the infiltration line decreasing from scheme 3,
scheme 2, and scheme 1. Taking the left endpoint of the bottom boundary of the model as
the origin, using the bottom boundary of the model as the x-axis, and using a line passing
through the origin and perpendicular to the bottom boundary as the y-axis, the variations
in the height of the infiltration line between lines B and E are recorded in Figure 15.
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According to Figure 15, the average goodness of fit for scheme 1, scheme 2, and scheme
3 after 720 days of drainage is 72.38%, 88.27%, and 93.61%, respectively. Specifically, the
goodness of fit for scheme 1 is all above 70%, for scheme 2 it is all above 80%, and for
scheme 3 is all above 85.90%. Figure 15 also demonstrates that after 720 days of drainage,
the order of infiltration line heights from highest to lowest among the three schemes is
scheme 3, scheme 2, and scheme 1. During the drainage strategy, as the compactness of the
tailings increases, the permeability coefficient decreases, indicating poorer permeability of
the tailings but better water retention capacity and a higher stable height of the infiltration
line. Scheme 3 has the highest compactness of the tailings dam, followed by scheme 2,
and scheme 1 has the lowest compaction. Consequently, after 720 days of drainage, the
heights of the infiltration line in the three schemes follow the order of scheme 3, scheme 2,
and scheme 1. This distribution confirms the mechanism of the impact of compaction on
the permeability coefficient and infiltration line of the tailings dam, as determined during
the water level stabilization and rainfall phases: the greater the compactness, the smaller
the permeability of the tailings, indicating poorer tailings permeability and stronger water
retention capacity, slower seepage velocity, and a higher position of the infiltration line.
By comparing the goodness of fit percentages of the three schemes in terms of infiltration
line height among the three schemes, it can be observed that scheme 3, which has a more
refined stratification scheme, exhibits the highest fitting percentage, reflecting the actual
infiltration line more accurately and aligning better with the practical situation.
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The relationship between compactness, permeability coefficient, and infiltration line
height under three different strategies demonstrates that compactness significantly in-
fluences the permeability coefficient, water permeability, water retention capacity, and
distribution of the infiltration line in the tailings dam. Compared to the single-layer model,
the more refined stratified model is more sensitive to the variations of the infiltration line,
resulting in a more accurate representation of the actual situation and producing more
reliable and credible results.

4. Conclusions

In this study, three different strategies were simulated, including constant head, 9 days
of rainfall, and 720 days of drainage, to not only analyze the impact of the three layered
schemes on the infiltration line variation pattern in the tailings dam but also reveal the
influence mechanism of compactness on the permeability coefficient and infiltration line
variations. In addition, as the level of layer refinement increased, the compactness of
scheme 1, scheme 2, and scheme 3 also gradually increased.

(1) Under the constant hydraulic head strategy, the inclination angles of the infiltration
lines between measurement lines D and E for scheme 1, scheme 2, and scheme
3 are 4.972◦, 5.370◦, and 5.824◦, respectively. Compared to schemes 1 and 2, scheme
3 shows an increase of 17.14% and 8.45% in the inclination angle of the infiltration line,
which reveals that as the compaction density of tailings increases, the permeability
coefficient decreases, resulting in a deterioration in water permeability capacity and
an increase in the slope of the seepage channel as well as the inclination angle of the
infiltration line.

(2) After 9 days of continuous rainfall, the average increases in the infiltration line com-
pared to the constant head strategy are 46.2%, 65.88%, and 83.52% for scheme 1,
scheme 2, and scheme 3, respectively. Among these schemes, measurement lines B,
C, and D show a higher increase in the proportion of the infiltration line compared
to lines A and E, which reveals that as the compactness increases, there is a corre-
sponding decrease in the permeability coefficient, resulting in a deterioration of the
water permeability of the tailings. Furthermore, it indicates a heightened sensitivity
to variations in the infiltration line under rainfall conditions.

(3) After 720 days of drainage, the fitting percentages of the infiltration line height at
each point for scheme 1, scheme 2, and scheme 3 compared to the constant head
strategy are 72.38%, 88.27%, and 93.61%, respectively. Among the three schemes,
the elevation of the infiltration line is in the order of scheme 3, scheme 2, and
scheme 1. In particular, scheme 3 is closer to the measured infiltration line ele-
vation at the constant head stage, which confirms that as the compactness of the
tailings increases and the permeability coefficient decreases, the water permeability
decreases and the water retention capacity increases. Consequently, the seepage ve-
locity decreases, and the position of the infiltration line rises. Scheme 3, with a higher
stratification refinement, has the highest fitting percentage for the infiltration line and
provides the best reflection of the real infiltration line, making it more consistent with
the actual situation.
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